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Peter Huntoon was born August 27, 1942 and raised in West Orange, New Jersey. His grandfather, John 
A. Klemann, who retired in 1939 after a career as a stamp dealer on Nassau Street in New York City, lived 
with him during his retirement years. Klemann's influence created an interest in stamps that matured into 
engraved financial instruments, especially currency. Peter sold milk for 3 cents per half pint over the lunch 
hour at Roosevelt Junior High and began collecting the signature combinations on $1 Series of 1935 silver 
certificates. One day, a nearby cashier received a $1 1934 silver certificate that she gave him. Its monopoly 
back was mesmerizing and his interest in currency soared. 
 
His family, then consisting of his mother and brother, moved to Tucson, Arizona in 1959. When the $1 
Series of 1963 began to appear, he attempted to collect one from each Federal Reserve district while 
enrolled as an undergraduate at the University of Arizona. He sent $1 to each Federal Reserve district with 
a request for a specimen. People in a couple of the districts obliged by returning a note with serial under 
10,000. That proved thrilling, especially because one was a star note. Soon he established a Friday 
afternoon round to local banks to find $5s with blue, red and green seals and in time anything else that 
was unusual. One lucky day in Nogales, a teller let him search through a few hundred $5s in her till wherein 
he found a provisional looking $5 1929 FRBN from Philadelphia with brown seal, the likes of which he had 
never seen. A diehard currency collector was born. 
 
It didn't take long before he discovered nationals and found himself on the ground floor for collecting 
Arizona nationals, starting mostly with small size notes. John Hickman pointed out that he had the field 
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virtually to himself and that he had better start reaching for large size Arizona's. Thereafter he bought or 
traded for every large size Arizona that came his way, pretty well sweeping the market of them. 

A mentor in the person of Hal Birt, owner of Glass Shop Coins on Broadway in Tucson and 
authority/cataloguer of Arizona scrip, encouraged him to write about his finds. His first numismatic article 
was "Bank teller reports double error note," which appeared on page 54 of the June 22, 1966 issue of Coin 
World. 

Huntoon began his college career as an industrial education major at Arizona State College in Flagstaff in 
1961, then transferred to the University of Arizona in Tucson in 1963 where he went on to earn BS, MS 
and Ph.D. degrees in hydrology. He conducted graduate research on large springs that discharged from 
caves into the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Upon graduating in 1970, he collaborated with colleagues at 
the Museum of Northern Arizona at Flagstaff to produce the geologic map of the eastern Grand Canyon. 
Then it was on to the University of Nebraska at Lincoln from 1971 to 1974 and University of Wyoming at 
Laramie from 1974 to 1998 where he served as a professor in their departments of geology. He now 
resides in Boulder City, Nevada. 

Huntoon sold his national bank note collection in 2006 in order to secure his retirement. You can view his 
collection here. 

However, he never lost his love of currency and has continued to write about it since. You can find a listing 
of his numismatic publications here. It is a pdf file so you can search it. If you find an entry you would like 
to read that isn’t readily available to you, contact him and he'll send a copy. peterhuntoon@outlook.com 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/nbnencyclopedia.spmc/huntoon-nbn-collection.xlsx
https://s3.amazonaws.com/nbnencyclopedia.spmc/huntoon-list-of-publications.pdf

